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History and Development of Fingerprints, Role of Fingerprints
in Personal Identification
Forensic science like any other science stream also works on the basis of certain
principles and the Principle of exchange is one of the most important principles.
This principle also known as Locard's theory or Locard exchange principle was
postulated by 20th century forensic scientist Edmond Locard.
Locard was the director of the very first crime laboratory in existence, located in
Lyon, France. Locard's exchange principle states that "with contact between two
items, there will be an exchange”.
Essentially Locard's principle is applied to crime scenes in which the
perpetrator(s) of a crime comes into contact with the scene, so he will bring
something into the scene and leave with something from the scene. Every contact
leaves a trace.
Fingerprints are also left at the scene of crime under the same principle as
wherever he steps, whatever he touches, whatever he leaves, even unconsciously,
will leave the traces. Other examples of traces left at the scene may include
footprints, hair, and the fibers from his clothes, the glass he breaks, the tool
mark he leaves, the paint he scratches, the blood or semen he deposits or
collects.

What are fingerprints?
The skin which covers the soles and palms is different in texture and appearance
from the skin of rest of the body. The skin from these parts is devoid of hair and
oil glands. The plantar and palmer area is covered with narrow ridges made of
fusion of epidermic units in rows of minute, round or oval structures, having
sweat pores and therefore this area of the skin is full of sweat pores. Between
every two ridges there is a depression or groove which is called as furrow. This
arrangement helps in making firm grip of the object by creating friction between
palm and the object and therefore these ridges are also known as friction ridges.
In general, a fingerprint can be defined as an impression of these friction ridges
present on the palm and soles.
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Cross section of human skin on palms and soles:

Role of fingerprints in personal identification:
Personal identification through fingerprints has long been recognized and is
regarded as greatest contribution to the law enforcement. Though, not every one
has been fingerprinted but on the basis of statistical analysis of huge data, it has
been concluded that fingerprints can be used safely for the absolute identity of an
individual. From these studies the following fact based principles have been
evolved:

First Principle:
A fingerprint is an individual characteristic. No two fingers have identical ridge
characteristics. So far no two fingers have been observed to possess identical
ridge characteristics.

Second Principle:
A fingerprint will remain unchanged during an individual’s lifetime as they
appear in intra-uterine life and remain till the time skin is damaged permanently
or disintegrated after death. Certain diseases also may cause damage to the
friction skin.

Third Principle:
Fingerprints have general ridge patterns which make it possible to classify them
systematically. This advantage allow us to classify fingerprints of large number
of individuals systematically just as books are classified and arranged in the
library to retrieve them easily to save the time.
Use of fingerprints in personal identification is very common in the following
fields:
1. Identification of the criminals whose fingerprints are found at the scene of
crime.
2. Identification of Fugitives through fingerprints comparison.
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3. Identification of persons and maintenance of identity records (service or
criminals).
4. Identification of unknown deceased person. Identification of Mass disaster
victims.
5. Prevention of hospital mistakes in exchange of newly born babies.
6. Establishing correct identity in cases of kidnapping, unconscious persons,
missing persons, mistaken identity.
7. Detection of bank forgeries and cases related with money and property
where instead of signature, thumb impressions are marked ( quite
common in India)
8. Authentication through biometrics in cases of entry in offices, hotel rooms,
access to computers or such gadgets.
9. In passport and immigration cases.

The History of Fingerprints
Fingerprints offer an infallible means of personal identification. That is the
essential explanation for their having supplanted other methods of establishing
the identities of criminals reluctant to admit previous arrests.
The science of fingerprint Identification stands out among all other forensic
sciences for many reasons, including the following:
No two fingerprints have ever been found alike in many billions of human and
automated computer comparisons. Fingerprints are the very basis for criminal
history foundation at every police agency as other visible human characteristics
may change but fingerprints do not.
In earlier civilizations, branding and even maiming were used to mark the
criminal for what he was. The thief was deprived of the hand which committed
the thievery. The Romans employed the tattoo needle to identify and prevent
desertion of mercenary soldiers.
Picture writing of a hand with ridge
patterns was discovered in Nova
Scotia.
In
ancient
Babylon,
fingerprints were used on clay tablets
for business transactions. In ancient
China, thumb prints were found on
clay seals.
In 1686, Marcello Malpighi, a
professor of anatomy at the University
of Bologna, noted in his treatise;
ridges,
spirals
and
loops
in
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fingerprints. But he did not mention of
their value as a tool for individual
identification. Due to his contribution
to the anatomy of the skin, a layer of
skin was named after him; "Malpighi"
layer, which is approximately 1.8mm
thick.

In
1823,
John
Evangelist
Purkinje, a professor of anatomy
at the University of Breslau,
published his thesis describing
different fingerprint patterns and
classified into nine types, but he
too made no mention of the value
of fingerprints for personal
identification.
Before
the
mid-1800s,
law
enforcement
officers
with
extraordinary visual memories,
so-called "camera eyes," identified
previously arrested offenders by
sight. Photography lessened the
burden on memory but was not
the answer to the criminal
identification problem. Personal
appearances change.
Around
1870,
a
French
anthropologist,
Alphonse
Bertillon, devised a system to
measure
and
records
the
dimensions of certain bony parts
of the body. These measurements
were reduced to a formula which,
theoretically, would apply only to
one person and would not change
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during his/her adult life.
This Bertillon System, named
after its inventor, was generally
accepted for thirty years. But it
never recovered from the events
of 1903, when a man named Will
West was sentenced to the U.S.
Penitentiary
at
Leavenworth,
Kansas. There was already a
prisoner at the penitentiary at the
time,
whose
Bertillon
measurements were nearly the
same, and his name was William
West. Upon investigation, there
were indeed two men who looked
exactly alike, but were allegedly
not related. Their names were
Will
and
William
West
respectively.
Their
Bertillon
measurements were close enough
to identify them as the same
person. However, a fingerprint
comparison quickly and correctly
identified them as two different
people. (as per prison records
discovered later, the West men
were apparently identical twin
brothers and each had a record
of correspondence).
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Sir William Herschel, Chief
Magistrate of the Hooghly district
in Bengal, India, first used
fingerprints on contract deeds.
On a whim, and with no thought
toward personal identification,
Herschel had Rajyadhar Konai, a
local businessman; impress his
hand print on a contract. The
idea was merely "... to frighten
[him] out of all thought of
repudiating his signature." The
native was suitably impressed,
and Herschel made a habit of
requiring palm prints--and later,
simply the prints of the right
Index and Middle fingers--on
every contract made with the
locals. Personal contact with the
document, they believed, made
the contract more binding than if
they simply signed it. Thus, the
first wide-scale, modern-day use
of fingerprints was predicated,
not upon scientific evidence, but
upon superstitious beliefs.
However, Herschel began to note
that the inked impressions could,
indeed, prove or disprove
identity. While his experience
with fingerprinting was
admittedly limited, Sir Herschel's
personal belief that all
fingerprints were unique to the
individual, as well as permanent
throughout that individual's life,
inspired him to expand their use.
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During the 1870's, Dr. Henry
Faulds, the British SurgeonSuperintendent
of
Tsukiji
Hospital in Tokyo, Japan, took
up the study of "skin-furrows"
after noticing finger marks on
specimens
of
"prehistoric"
pottery. Dr. Faulds not only
recognized the importance of
fingerprints as a means of
identification, but devised a
method of classification as well.
In 1880, Faulds forwarded an
explanation of his classification
system and a sample of the forms
he had designed for recording
inked impressions, to Sir Charles
Darwin. Darwin, due to his
advanced age and ill health,
informed Dr. Faulds that he
could be of no assistance to him,
but promised to pass the
materials on to his cousin,
Francis Galton. Also in 1880, Dr.
Faulds published an article in the
Scientific
Journal,
"Nature"
(nature).
He
discussed
fingerprints as a means of
personal identification, and the
use of printers ink as a method
for obtaining such fingerprints.
He is also credited with the first
fingerprint identification of a
greasy fingerprint left on an
alcohol bottle.
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In 1882, Gilbert Thompson of
the U.S. Geological Survey in
New Mexico, used his own
fingerprints on a document to
prevent forgery.
This is the first known use
of fingerprints in the United
States.

Mark Twain use to mention
fingerprints and their use in
personal identification. In one
of his works, "Life on the
Mississippi", a murderer was
identified by the use of
fingerprint identification. In a
later book by Mark Twain,
"Pudd'n Head Wilson", there
was a dramatic court trial on
fingerprint identification.
Mark Twain (Clemens)
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Sir Francis Galton, a British
anthropologist and a cousin of
Charles Darwin, began his
observations of fingerprints as
a means of identification in the
1880's.
Sir Francis Galton
published
his
book,
"Fingerprints", establishing the
individuality and permanence
of fingerprints. The book
included the first classification
system for fingerprints.
Though
Galton's
primary
interest in fingerprints was as
an aid in determining heredity
and racial background, he
soon
discovered
that
fingerprints offered no firm
clues
to
an
individual's
intelligence or genetic history,
he was able to scientifically
prove what Herschel and
Faulds already suspected: that
fingerprints do not change over
the course of an individual's
lifetime, and that no two
fingerprints are exactly the
same.
According
to
his
calculations, the odds of two
individual fingerprints being
the same were 1 in 64 billion.
Galton
identified
the
characteristics
by
which
fingerprints can be identified.
These same characteristics
(minutia) are basically still in
use today, and are often
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referred to as Galton's Details.
Juan Vucetich, an Argentine
Police Official, began the first
fingerprint files based on
Galton pattern types. At first,
Vucetich included the Bertillon
System with the files.
Juan Vucetich made the first
criminal
fingerprint
identification in 1892. He was
able to identify a woman by the
name of Rojas, who had
murdered her two sons, and
cut her own throat in an
attempt to place blame on
another. Her bloody print was
left on a door post, proving her
identity as the murderer.
Edward
Richard
Henry,
Inspector General of Police in
Bengal started an extensive
study on fingerprints with the
help of two Indians to develop
a
system
of
fingerprints
classification. Working in the
Calcutta
Anthropometric
Bureau were Azizul Haque and
Hem Chandra Bose. Haque
and Bose are the two Indian
fingerprint experts credited
with primary development of
the
Henry
System
of
fingerprint classification The
Henry classification system is
still used in most of the
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countries through out the
world. With the effort of his
team on 12 June 1897, the
Council
of
the
Governor
General of India approved a
committee
report
that
fingerprints should be used for
classification
of
criminal
records. Later that year, the
Calcutta
Anthropometric
Bureau became the world's
first Fingerprint Bureau. Later
on, Henry was invited to
establish
his
system
in
England.
Edmond Locard wrote that if
12 points (Galton's Details)
were the same between two
fingerprints, it would suffice as
a
positive
identification.
Locard's 12 points seems to
have been based on an
unscientific
"improvement"
over the eleven anthropometric
measurements (arm length,
height, etc.) used to "identify"
criminals before the adoption
of fingerprints.
Suggested Questions :
1.
Discuss significance of finger print in criminal investigations.
2.
Discuss various pattern types in finger prints.
3.
Discuss classifions of finger prints.
Further Readings:
1.
J.E. Cowger, Friction Ridge Skin, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1983.
2.
H.C. Lee and R.E. Gaensslen, Advances in Fingerprint Technology,
CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1991
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Asbaugh, DR: Quantitative and Qualitative Friction Ridge Analysis,
CRC Press 1999
Nath, S.: Fingerprint Identification in Crime Detection. Reliance
publishing House, New Delhi, 1991
Christophe Champod , Chris Lennard and Pierre Margot :
Fingerprints and Other Ridge Skin Impressions CRC Press 2004
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PAPER-II
FINGER-PRINTS EXAMINATION
AUTHOR : Dr. O.P. JASUJA

Types of Fingerprint Patterns and their classification.
With the introduction of Automated Fingerprint Identification system (AFIS)
technology, use of computers was possible for quick retrieval of the recorded
fingerprints data. Criminal records is stored and compared by AFIS.
In most of the cases, chance fingerprints may be available at the scene of
occurrence which may be invisible to naked eyes and called latent fingerprints.
Therefore, it is required to make them visible for further analysis to establish the
identity. For this, various physical and chemical methods are available and a
continuous research is going on to make these efforts successful for all sort of
conditions such as surface bearing the latent fingerprints, humidity and
temperature in the surrounding, time lapse between impinging the print and
development etc. A large number of reagents and equipments have been
developed for this purpose which will be discussed in details in lesson on Latent
fingerprints.
Various types of fingerprint pattern
The dermal ridges tend to make some specific patterns in different areas of palm
and sole. The distal phalanges of the fingers represent following type of the
patterns and are of immediate concern. The main types of the patterns are as
following:
1. Arch
2. Loops
3.Whorls
4. Composite
Arches can be further divided into Plain arch and Tented arch. Loops are also of
two types namely ulnar loop and radial loop. Whorls may further be classified
into plain whorl, central pocket loop, lateral pocket loop, twinned loop and
accidental. Collectively, whorls are also called composites due to their bit more
complex structure.
Before describing them in detail, it will be useful to understand some important
terms used to describe all these patterns.
Pattern: The designation of friction ridge skin into basic categories of general
shapes as mentioned above.
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Pattern area: It is part of a loop or whorl in which appears the cores, deltas,
ridges with which we are concerned in classification of the prints. It is encircled
by the type lines.
Type lines: The two innermost ridges which start parallel, diverge, and surround
or tend to surround the pattern area.
Delta: That point on a ridge at or nearest to the point of divergence of two type
lines, and located at or directly in front of the point of divergence. Certain rules
are followed to determine the delta in the pattern.
Core: The approximate center of a pattern. It may be the tip of the central most
ridge, tip of the recurve or just a dot in the center of the pattern. Again certain
rules are followed to determine the core in the pattern.
Figures mentioned in description of various pattern types also indicate
these terms accordingly.

A & B are type lines and C is delta
1.
ARCHES
In arch patterns, the ridges run from one side to the other of the pattern taking
rise in the center and making no backward turn. There is ordinarily no delta, but
where there is the appearance of a delta, no recurving ridge must intervene
between the core and delta points. Arches represent only about 5 per cent of the
fingerprint patterns encountered.
Arches come in two types, plain or tented. An arch is called a plain arch when
ridges enter on one side of the impression and flow or tend to flow on the other
with a slight rise in the center. It can be said as the most simple of all fingerprint
patterns.
The tented arch has a "significant up thrust" in the center where a plain arch
does not.
In tented arch, the ridges near the middle have an upward thrust, arranging
themselves, as it were, on both sides of a spine or axis, towards which the
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adjoining ridges converge. The ridges thus converging give the appearance of a
tent in outline.

TENTED ARCH

PLAIN ARCH

2.
LOOPS
Loops constitute between 60 and 70 per cent of the patterns encountered. In a
loop pattern, one or more of the ridges enters on either side of the impression,
recurve, touches or crosses an actual or imaginary line running from the delta to
the core, and terminates or tends to terminate on or in the direction of the side
where the ridge or ridges entered. There is one delta.

LOOP PATTERN SHOWING CORE AND DELTA
Loops are of two types, 'radial' and 'ulnar', named after the radius and ulna, two
bones in the forearm. The radius joins the hand on the same side as the thumb,
and the ulna on the same side as the little finger.
Ulnar loop is a type of pattern in which one or more ridges enter upon either side,
recurve, touch or pass an imaginary line between delta and core and pass out, or
tend to pass out, on the same side the ridges entered. The flow of the pattern
runs in the direction of the ulna bone of the forearm (toward the little finger).
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Radial loop is a type of pattern in which one or more ridges enter upon either
side, recurve, touch or pass an imaginary line between delta and core and pass
out, or tend to pass out, on the same side the ridges entered. The flow of the
pattern runs in the direction of the radius bone of the forearm (toward the
thumb).
The distinction between Ulnar and Radial loops depends on which hand the loop
is found on. Obviously to make the distinction between these two types of loops
to know on which hand they appear because if a loop pattern is an Ulnar loop on
the right hand, then by default it will be a radial loop if found on the left hand.
Radial loops are not very common. Most of the time a radial loop is found usually
on the index fingers.

A loop pattern showing pattern area
3.
WHORLS
The whorls may be defined as a pattern in which atleast two deltas are present
with a recurve in front of each. Between 25 and 35 per cent of the patterns
encountered consist of whorls.

PLAIN WHORL

CENTRAL POCKET

TWIN LOOP

ACCIDENTAL

PLAIN WHORLS: The plain whorl has two deltas and atleast one ridge making a
complete circuit, which may be spiral, oval, circular or any other variant of the
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circle. An imaginary line drawn between the two deltas must touch or cross
atleast one of the recurving ridges within the inner pattern area.

A. Central Pocket Loop

B. Plain Whorl

If we take a look at figure A then can see the inner pattern area that forms or
tends to form the circle part of the loop. If we draw a line from delta-to-delta it
does not intersect the lines that are forming the circle. The same is not true for
figure B. In this case also ridges form or tend to form a circle. If we draw a line
from delta-to-delta that this inner pattern, or the lines forming the circle are
intersected. figure A and figure B are examples of Central Pocket loops and plain
whorl.
4.
Composite : When two or more patterns (either of same or different types)
combine to form one pattern, that pattern is called composite pattern. The
composite pattern can be sub-divided into four types :
(a)
CENTRAL POCKET LOOP : A central pocket loop consists of at least one
recurving ridge, or an obstruction at right angles to the line of flow, with two
deltas, between which when an imaginary line is drawn, no recurving ridge
within the pattern area is cut or touched.
(b)
TWINNED LOOP : A double loop consists of two separate and distinct loop
formations with two separate and distinct shoulders and two deltas.

There must be two separate and distinct shoulders for each core. In most cases
this means that the pattern will most likely be a double loop. In twin loops the
ridges containing the core points have their exits on different sides.
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(c)
LATERAL POCKET LOOP : Lateral pocket loop can be described as a
pattern which consists double loop but their core points have their exits on the
same side of one of the deltas unlike twinned loops where they exit in opposite
side.

Lateral Pocket Loop
(d)
ACCIDENTALS
Under this heading are the relatively small numbers of patterns too irregular in
outline to be grouped with central pocket loops and double loops. They have two
or more deltas and a combination or fusion of two or more types of patterns not
including the plain, radial or ulnar arch. This category also includes any freak
pattern or accidental formation that does not conform to any conventional type.
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HOW TO OBTAIN INKED FINGERPRINTS:

For the record purpose, we need to obtain the inked fingerprints of a person or
suspect for further classification and comparison with the chance prints. As the
name implies, we have to apply the ink on the ridged surface of the finger to
record the prints on plain paper or designated sheet of the paper. Generally a
thick gel type black printer’s ink is used for this purpose. Advantage of black
printer’s ink is that it produces a good contrast with the white sheet, it is
permanent and resistant to environmental exposure and it may be applied in the
form of very thin and uniform film on the friction skin. Prints are always obtained
in two forms that is rolled and plain prints. Rolled prints are those when ink is
applied on the friction skin of the distal phalange covering the surface from one
side of the nail to the other side and then rolled on the paper to print the
whole surface of the friction surface while plain prints are obtained by just
placing the fingers on the paper without rolling them. The systematic method of
getting rolled ink fingerprints is mentioned below,:
The black printer ink is taken on a glass slab in the required quantity and thin
film is prepared of the ink with the help of a rubber roller by moving it repeatedly
on the glass slab with ink. In this way the thin ink film will be available on the
glass slab as well as on the rubber roller.
A finger may be inked by rolling the same on the glass slab or ink may be applied
from one side of the nail to the other by the ink roller and then finger be rolled on
the white paper sheet.
Certain precautions are to be taken while obtaining rolled prints,:
1. The hands of the subject must be free from dirt and greasy material.
2. The subject may be asked to keep his hand relaxed and not to try to help
in rolling fingers which may cause smearing of the print.
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3. The thumb should be rolled towards subject’s body while rest of the
fingers should be moved away from the body while printing as it is more
convenient to move the same in that direction.
4. Excessive pressure should not be applied on fingers during rolling.
5. The slab and roller must be clean and free from dirt.
Rolled prints are obtained because of their completeness as we do not
know in chance prints, which portion of the print may be available for
comparison. In addition to this delta may be present in the area lying very close
to the boundaries of the print which may not come in plain prints.

Classification of fingerprints:
It was a thought in advance by the proponents of fingerprints that with the
increased use of fingerprints in personal identification and especially
identification of criminals, records of these fingerprints will pile up and therefore
a need of a systematic classification was felt. Henry himself, with the help of
Indian assistants Azizul Haque and Hem Chandra Bose devised ten finger print
classification system.
Fingerprints are classified in a three-way process: by the shapes and contours of
individual patterns, by noting the finger positions of the pattern types, and by
relative size, determined by counting the ridges in loops and by tracing the ridges
in whorls. The information obtained in this way is incorporated in a concise
formula, which is known as the individual's fingerprint classification.

Explanation of the Henry Classification System:
The Henry Classification System allows for logical categorization of ten fingerprint
records into primary groupings based on fingerprint pattern types. This system
reduces the effort necessary to search large numbers of fingerprint records by
classifying fingerprint records according to gross physiological characteristics.
Subsequent searches (manual or automated) utilizing granular characteristics such
as minutiae are greatly simplified.
The Henry Classification System assigns each finger a number according to the
order in which it is located in the hand, beginning with the right thumb as
number 1 and ending with the left little finger as number 10. The system also
assigns a numerical value to fingers that contain a whorl pattern; fingers 1 and 2
each have a value of 16, fingers 3 and 4 have a value of 8, and so on, with the
final two fingers having a value of 1. Fingers with a non-whorl pattern, such as
an arch or loop pattern, have a value of zero.
The fingerprint record’s primary grouping is determined by calculating the ratio of
one plus the sum of the values of the whorl-patterned, even-numbered fingers;
divided by one plus the sum of the values of the whorl-patterned, odd-numbered
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fingers. It is made clear that patterns like central pocket loop, twinned loop, lateral
pocket loop and accidentals are to be considered as valued patterns as whorls. This
formula is represented below:
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If, for example, an individual has a fingerprint record with a LWAALALWLA
pattern series (the series begins with Finger 1, the right thumb and ending with
Finger 10, the left little finger), the corresponding classification ratio would be
19:1. This example is calculated below:
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The fingerprint record’s primary grouping is determined by calculating the ratio
of one plus the sum of the values of the whorl-patterned, even-numbered fingers;
divided by one plus the sum of the values of the whorl-patterned, odd-numbered
fingers.
Henry Classification
=
System Formula:
=

1+ sum of values in even numbered fingers with whorls
------------------------------------------------------------------1+ Sum of values in odd numbered fingers with whorls
1+ (16+2)
------------1+ (0)

19
= -------1

Therefore, this individual belongs to the 19/1 primary group. If, for example, an
individual does not have any whorl-patterned fingerprints, his or her
classification ratio, or primary group, would be 1/1. If an individual has all ten
fingerprints containing a whorl pattern, his or her classification ratio would be
32/ 32. The Henry Classification System allows for up to 1,024 primary
groupings. For a very small group of fingerprints, this classification may work
well but with a huge collection of fingerprints, it becomes difficult to retrieve the
fingerprint therefore further classifications of these were required. Secondary,
Sub secondary I, II, III and many more systems were developed and used as per
requirement of the fingerprint bureau. Apart from this Single fingerprint
classification system is also available to deal with the latent cases.
With advent of Automated Fingerprint identification system (AFIS), retrieval of the
fingerprints has become very simple and less time consuming. In this case, with
the help of computers, those fingerprints records can be sorted out which are
similar to the questioned fingerprints and then by manual comparison identity or
otherwise is established.
Suggested Questions :
1.
Discuss significance of finger print in criminal investigations.
2.
Discuss various pattern types in finger prints.
3.
Discuss classifions of finger prints.
Further Readings:
6.
J.E. Cowger, Friction Ridge Skin, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1983.
7.
H.C. Lee and R.E. Gaensslen, Advances in Fingerprint Technology,
CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1991
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Asbaugh, DR: Quantitative and Qualitative Friction Ridge Analysis,
CRC Press 1999
Nath, S.: Fingerprint Identification in Crime Detection. Reliance
publishing House, New Delhi, 1991
Christophe Champod , Chris Lennard and Pierre Margot :
Fingerprints and Other Ridge Skin Impressions CRC Press 2004

CERTIFICATE COURSE IN QD
AND FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS
LESSON NO. 2.3

UNIT- II

PAPER-II
FINGER-PRINTS EXAMINATION
AUTHOR : DR. O.P. JASUJA

DEVELOPMENT AND EXAMINATION OF FINGERPRINTS, CHANCE PRINTS
AND LATENT FINGERPRINTS.

TYPES OF FINGERPRINT EVIDENCE:
There are two general categories to describe the fingerprint evidence that may be
found at a crime scene or on an item of contact: visible fingerprints and latent
fingerprints. All these type of the fingerprints can be called as chance prints as
they are printed on the surface of contact by chance.

VISIBLE FINGERPRINTS
Visible fingerprints, as the term suggests, are visible by naked eyes without any
aid. The fingerprint is visible as long as there is sufficient contrast between the
print and its support.

LATENT FINGERPRINTS
The latent fingerprint is the most common form of fingerprint evidence and the
most important problem with them is to make them visible. The application of an
optical, physical or chemical treatment is required to visualize a latent
fingerprint. The latent fingerprints are deposited by the friction ridge surface and
composed of complex mixture of natural secretions and contaminants from the
environment. There are three types of glands responsible for the natural
secretions from human skin namely eccrine glands, apocrine glands, and the
sebaceous glands. These three types of glands have well-defined functions, and
the composition of their secretions varies in consequence.
The palms of the hands and the soles of the feet produce only eccrine gland
secretions, whereas the apocrine glands are located in the areas like groin,
armpits, perianal regions The sebaceous glands secrete an oil like material called
as sebum and present all over the body except palmar and planter surfaces.
Secretions from all these glands are mixtures of inorganic salts and water-soluble
organic components that result in development of fingerprints but the main
constituent is water (Approximately 98%).Development of fingerprints depend
upon the type of surface on which they exist, temperature of the surface, and
surface texture. All surfaces bearing latent fingerprints can be divided into three
main groups: porous, semi porous, and nonporous. Different type of the surfaces
may need different set of treatment therefore it should be kept in mind that same
type of surface should be tried to evaluate a proposed detection sequence before
proceeding for the same treatment on the evidence material.
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Plastic Prints
Those prints which are left or made on a soft surface like wet print, soap, blood,
putty etc. Such prints are visible and can be seen by naked eyes.
Fingerprints can be formed an ant type of the following surfaces:
POROUS SURFACES
Any surface that tends to absorb the latent fingerprint deposits can be classified
as a porous surface (e.g., paper). The water-soluble deposit is taken into the first
few layers of the surface. During absorption, water evaporates simultaneously,
leaving a mixture of residues behind, including amino acids, urea, and chlorides
(sodium chloride in particular). An image of the latent fingerprint is produced in
the form of residual, water-soluble components.
NONPOROUS SURFACES
Any surface that does not absorb any component of the latent fingerprint
deposits is classified as a nonporous surface. Examples of nonporous surfaces
are polyethylene (polythene) plastic bags, glass, and shiny metal surfaces. An
emulsion consisting of water-soluble and non-water-soluble components of the
latent fingerprint deposit remains on top of the surface for a significant period of
time unless it is removed by physical force as rubbing of the surface or has
degraded through age or environmental effects. As all of the deposit remains on
the surface of a nonporous substrate, the latent prints are very fragile, and care
should be taken when handling or packaging such items. In addition, such prints
are readily removed by the action of organic solvents. While water will tend to
remove any water-soluble material, the water-insoluble component will be
unaffected.
SEMIPOROUS SURFACES
Any surface with intermediate characteristics that does not fit well into the
porous or nonporous groups is generally classified as semi porous. Examples of
this type of surface are some painted surfaces, polymer banknotes, and waxed
wrapping paper. The surface absorbs water-soluble component. The non-watersoluble component remains on top of the surface much longer than it does on a
porous surface, but not as long as for a nonporous surface.
HOW LATENT FINGERPRINTS CAN BE MADE VISIBLE
A large number of options ranging from nondestructive to destructive methods
are available to develop the latent fingerprints and described in next few pages.
Fingerprint detection at the crime scene should logically begin with a detailed
visual examination of all appropriate surfaces. The application of different optical
techniques, using various light sources (strong white light, UV lamp, laser or
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filtered arc lamp, etc.), can reveal latent fingerprints or enhance weakly visible
prints. Small objects or pieces of evidence should be removed from the crime
scene, with all the normal precautions (proper packaging, labeling, etc.), for
optimum fingerprint treatment back at the laboratory. Non-transportable objects
and fixed surfaces should then be processed using a suitable detection sequence.
OPTICAL TECHNIQUES
Optical detection methods have the advantage of being nondestructive as they do
not harm the surface in any manner. Also these methods do not hinder the use of
other methods subsequently. The simple observation of an object under white
light may disclose a visible fingerprint that can be photographed without any
further treatment. The contrast in prints contaminated with a colored material
such as blood can be significantly enhanced using selective absorption
techniques. On the other hand, more complex optical detection methods can
reveal otherwise invisible prints that may not be developed by other techniques. A
fingerprint detection sequence should therefore always commence with an optical
examination using different illumination techniques as dictated by the surface
type and any likely fingerprint contamination.
In optical methods, various light sources are used to get a specific wavelength
which may be absorbed or reflected by the surface bearing the fingerprints. For
example, bloody fingerprints can be optically enhanced by observing those prints
in 415 nm radiation. Again, the surface background will play an important role
for selecting the light source as color may be strongly absorbed by the print but
totally reflected by the surface. For example, a blue fingerprint on a red surface
can be significantly enhanced if viewed under orange-red illumination (around
600 nm).
With the use of Lasers, untreated fingerprints on nonluminescent surfaces can
be detected. Most common type of the laser used for fingerprints detection is the
argon ion, the copper vapor, the Nd:YAG, and the tunable dye laser. Fingerprints
can be detected on many surfaces like metal (e.g., firearms), human skin, and
polystyrene foam.
optical detection of latent fingerprints by shortwave UV reflection is also possible
and for that a special instrument called Reflected UV Imaging System (RUVIS)
has been designed. This technique involves the use of a UV-sensitive CCD
(charge-coupled device) camera (equipped with a quartz lens) and a source of UV
light.
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Forensic Light Source

POWDER METHODS
The traditional fingerprint detection technique for treating smooth nonporous
surfaces is powdering. The process is a physical one, with powder particles
adhering to the humid, sticky, or greasy substances in the latent fingerprint
deposit. The application of powder is relatively simple and inexpensive, and little
experience is necessary to obtain satisfactory results. Prints developed by
powdering can also be conveniently lifted using adhesive tape or gel lifters.
Powdering is not suitable for porous substrates, as the fingerprint deposit is
quickly absorbed into the surface.
Among the multitude of powders and brushes available, the choice is often made
according to experience or personal preference. When the choice of a powder is
not clear, it is recommended that different powders be tested on an identical
surface before proceeding with the evidential object. Fingerprint powdering has
been used as a detection technique since the early 1900s. Over this period, many
fingerprint powder formulations have been in use, with each formula generally
consisting of a colorant for contrast and a resinous material for good adhesion.
Metallic oxides, sulfides, and carbonates have commonly been used as colorants,
offering a wide range of possible colors for different applications. Lead and
mercury based formulations were once quite common but are now rarely
employed because of their toxicity. In addition to the numerous powder
formulations that are available, fingerprint brushes come in various styles that
are generally distinguished by the types of fibers used to make them (e.g.,
synthetic fibers, natural fibers, glass fibers, etc.). The most often used fingerprint
powders are Charcoal Powder (black Powder) and aluminum powder.
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Powdering latent prints
The use of fluorescent powders (that are typically luminescent under UV
illumination) has advantages on reflective or multicolored surfaces where
contrast may be a problem with conventional powders. A wide range of
fluorescent powders is available and again the choice generally comes down to
experience and personal preference. Background colors and substrate
luminescence should be taken into consideration when selecting an appropriate
fluorescent powder. Magnetic powders, generally made by mixing coarse iron grit
with either aluminum or copper flake powder, are applied using a magnetic
wand. The coarse magnetic particles form the “brush,” while the fine powder
develops the prints. That’s why, this brush is also known as Magna Brush. The
use of magnetic powders avoids the brushing, and hence destruction of fragile
latent fingerprints.
Further Readings:
1. J.E. Cowger, Friction Ridge Skin, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1983.
2. H.C. Lee and R.E. Gaensslen, Advances in Fingerprint Technology, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, 1991
3. Asbaugh, DR: Quantitative and Qualitative Friction Ridge Analysis, CRC
Press 1999
4. Nath, S.: Fingerprint Identification in Crime Detection. Reliance publishing
House, New Delhi, 1991
5. Christophe Champod , Chris Lennard and Pierre Margot : Fingerprints and
Other Ridge Skin Impressions CRC Press 2004
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PAPER-II
FINGER-PRINTS EXAMINATION
AUTHOR : Dr. O.P. JASUJA

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF LATENT FINGERPRINT
These techniques involve chemical reagent used to develop latent fingerprints
which may interact with the surface having latent fingerprints or react with one
of the constituents of the sweat residue to give a visible print.
Two things are always to be remembered while treating latent fingerprints with
these techniques.
1. Before applying the method on actual substrate / surface, always try the
method on similar type of the surface and conditions in which questioned latent
prints are.
2. Always keep a standard control while developing the questioned latent to
ascertain efficiency of the method of development.

IODINE/BENZOFLAVONE METHOD
Iodine treatment is one of the oldest known techniques for the development of
latent fingerprints Iodine vapor is absorbed by the lipids (sebaceous material)
present in the latent fingerprint deposit to produce a brownish image of the print.
It is a reversible physical process rather than a chemical reaction that, in
principle, does not exclude the later application of other techniques. While the
technique is simple, rapid, and economic, fingerprints developed with iodine are
difficult to record because the contrast is generally poor and transitory (due to
the re-evaporation of iodine) unless the prints are chemically fixed. The technique
can be applied to a wide range of porous and nonporous surfaces (such as paper,
wood, plastic, and glass), but, due to its limited sensitivity, prints older than 3 to
5 days are unlikely to be detected. In addition, iodine vapor is toxic and corrosive;
prolonged exposure to iodine fumes must be avoided. Two simple systems can be
used for the development of fingerprints using iodine vapors.
1. Small items can be exposed to iodine vapor in an enclosed glass chamber (or
similar transparent container). The vapor is provided by a few crystals of
iodine placed at the bottom of the chamber (iodine readily sublimes at room
temperature), and the exposure time is determined by visual assessment of
the fingerprint development.
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To treat specific areas or large immovable surfaces, portable iodine fuming
pipes are commercially available or can be easily constructed using standard
laboratory equipment. Iodine vapor is generated by gently passing air
through a hand-warmed glass pipe containing iodine crystals. The
continuous supply of iodine vapor using this system allows rapid fingerprint
development over relatively large surfaces.

Iodine Fuming tubes (Disposable)
Fingerprints developed with iodine fade quickly and usually show poor contrast;
it is therefore advantageous to chemically fix the prints by the application of a
reagent that will increase both the contrast and the stability.
A solution of 7, 8-benzoflavone (α-naphthoflavone) can be applied with a pipette
or by immersion. Prints fumed with iodine and fixed with 7, 8-benzoflavone are
generally dark blue–purple in color and relatively stable. Developed prints need to
be photographed immediately, as they will fade over time.

NINHYDRIN TECHNIQUE
Amino acids present in sweat residue when react with Ninhydrin gives a dark
purple product known as Ruhemann’s purple (RP) and making latent print
visible. This reaction can be exploited as a means of developing fingerprints on
porous surfaces such as paper and cardboard.
The porous surface like paper is treated with Ninhydrin by briefly dipping in a
solution of the reagent with concentration of 0.5% w/v in a mixture of organic
solvents as acetone, ethanol. As an alternative to dipping, the reagent can be
applied with a brush or spray. The items are then air-dried and the development
allowed to proceed at room temperature over 24 to 48 hours The time of
development can be reduced significantly to few minutes if the treated document
is heated in hot air oven or a hot iron is passed over it indirectly. Direct heating
or excess heating is not recommended as background coloration may reduce the
contrast. The solvents used to prepare the reagent may dissolve the ink writings
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on the paper which is being treated for visualizing the fingerprints. Therefore, dry
methods are suggested in which an absorbent paper may be impregnated with
the concentrated reagent and dried. The suspected paper having latent
fingerprints is sandwiched between such two sheets of the impregnated paper
and kept for overnight, latent fingerprints become visible in purple color. This
technique may be bit slow but does not affect the ink writing present on the
document.

DIAZAFLUORENONE (DFO)
The compound 1, 8-diazafluoren-9-one (DFO) is an amino acid–sensitive reagent
that gives a reaction product which is pale purple in color The development
process is simple and rapid: the document is dipped in a solution of DFO, dried,
and then heated at 100°C for 20 min. DFO-developed latent prints produce
excellent photoluminescence without any post-treatment or cooling.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPER (PD)
Physical developer (PD) is a fingerprint processing technique for porous surfaces.
The technique is sensitive to water insoluble components of the latent fingerprint
deposit, and therefore PD can be effective even if the surface has been wet.
Fingerprints developed by this procedure are visible as dark gray to black images
due to the deposition of silver metal along the print ridges. PD, based on a
photographic physical developer, is an aqueous solution containing silver ions, a
ferrous/ferric redox (reduction/oxidation) system, a buffer (citric acid), and a
cationic surfactant (generally n-dodecylamine acetate). The ferrous (Fe2+) ions in
solution reduce the silver (Ag+) ions to silver metal (Ag0), with ferric (Fe3+) ions
being present to hold back the reaction. Citric acid is required to make a complex
with the ferric ions and to maintain a low pH. The action of the surfactant is to
inhibit the premature deposition of silver metal by trapping randomly generated
silver particles, as they are formed, within positively charged spheres of
surfactant molecules known as micelles. The PD solution is therefore a delicate
balance of ferrous, ferric, and silver ions stabilized by the presence of citric acid
and a surfactant.
When a document is placed in the PD reagent, silver slowly deposits from
solution. This deposition generally is heavier on areas of surface having
fingerprint residue. Developed prints generally appear as dark gray images
against a light gray background. Development time can be anywhere from 10 to
60 min, and items must be removed from the solution when good contrast is
obtained, as overdevelopment cannot be reversed. The PD reagent is sensitive to
components in the latent print that are not soluble in water (i.e., sebaceous
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secretions or water soluble materials trapped within a water-insoluble emulsion).
On wet paper or paper that has been wet, PD is one of the only techniques that
can permit the satisfactory development of latent fingerprints.

MULTIMETAL DEPOSITION (MMD)
Multimetal deposition (MMD) involves a two-step process, the first being
immersion of the item in a colloidal gold solution (pH approximately 2.7).
Colloidal gold, consisting of negatively charged gold particles due to the
adsorption of citrate ions, is prepared by treating a solution of gold chloride with
sodium citrate and a detergent. The negatively charged colloidal gold particles are
attracted to organic residues that contain positive groups at low pH. Gold
subsequently deposits on any fingerprint residue on the item being treated. The
second step involves the treatment of fingerprints developed by the colloidal gold
process with a modified physical developer (MPD) solution. The bound colloidal
gold provides nucleation sites around which silver precipitates from the MPD
solution. This step greatly amplifies the visibility of treated prints that, after this
second treatment, can vary in color from light gray to almost black. Many types of
surfaces — porous or nonporous, wet or dry — can be treated by this technique
(e.g., wet and dry paper, plastic, glass, expanded polystyrene, and both sides of
adhesive tape).

SMALL-PARTICLE REAGENT
Latent fingerprints may be made visible by immersion in an aqueous suspension
of an insoluble powder followed by rinsing with water. The powder suspension is
commonly referred to as small particle reagent (SPR) or wet powdering method.
The powder suspension is sensitive to the sebaceous (water insoluble)
components of the latent fingerprint and can be used on a wide range of
nonabsorbent surfaces. SPR is effective on surfaces that are wet, a condition that
excludes the use of conventional powders or reagents sensitive to the water
soluble components of the latent print. Treatment with the suspension is by
immersion or vaporization (may be, using a handheld garden spray). The sample
is then rinsed with water to remove any excess reagent and latent print becomes
visible. Conventional SPR is a suspension of dark gray molybdenum disulfide
particles, the fine crystalline structure of which is critical for effective fingerprint
development. The use of a suspension of iron oxide powder in place of
molybdenum disulfide is also found to be effective but this SPR lacks sensitivity
and selectivity compared with the original formulation. Many more formulations
such as fluorescent SPR are also available for improved and varied uses.
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CYANOACRYLATE FUMING
Cyanoacrylate esters (generally the ethyl ester) are colorless, monomeric liquids
sold commercially as rapid, high-strength glues (e.g., “Superglue”). Cyanoacrylate
liquid forms a vapor that reacts with certain sweat components in a latent
fingerprint. The vapor selectively polymerizes on the fingerprint ridges to form a
hard, white polymer known as polycyanoacrylate. Greasy fingerprints (i.e., prints
with a high sebaceous component) appear to be particularly sensitive to
cyanoacrylate vapor.

Cyanoacrylate Fuming Chamber
The cyanoacrylate fuming technique, effective on most nonporous substrates
such as glass and plastic, was first devised by the Criminal Identification Division
of the Japanese National Police Agency in 1978. Since then, cyanoacrylate fuming
has become the most widely used process for the laboratory development of
fingerprints on nonporous surfaces. The fuming set up can be constructed at
minimal cost. These generally consist of a chamber, such as a glass aquarium,
that can be sealed up to contain the cyanoacrylate vapor generated by means of a
suitable heat source (e.g., modified soldering irons or a temperature-controlled
hot plate). Items to be treated are suspended or placed in the chamber, and a
small quantity of liquid cyanoacrylate is heated to around 80 to 100°C to produce
sufficient vapor. A container of water may also be placed in the tank to ensure
sufficient humidity for the development process, as low humidity tends to
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produce weakly developed prints that show poor contrast. Excess heat should be
avoided
and
fingerprint
development
regularly
inspected
to
avoid
overdevelopment. Commercial cyanoacrylate chambers show advantages over
homemade systems but are generally quite expensive. Advantages include better
temperature control, more efficient vapor circulation leading to more even
development, and automatic removal of the cyanoacrylate vapor when the
process is finished. Some systems also have humidity control.
Portable fuming wands have been investigated for field use, and a number of
commercial systems are now available. The fuming wand is based on a butane
torch on which is placed a commercially manufactured cartridge containing
solidified cyanoacrylate. When ignited, the torch heats the cartridge, and
cyanoacrylate vapor is rapidly released. The fumes are directed onto the item to
be processed until developed prints become visible to the naked eye. A vacuum
cyanoacrylate (VCA) fuming technique is claimed to enhance the efficiency of the
method in which development is achieved by placing the evidential objects in a
large metal chamber, together with a small quantity of liquid cyanoacrylate glue;
then the pressure is reduced to approximately 200 m torr (i.e., 0.2 torr, compared
with standard atmospheric pressure of 760 torr) using a rotary pump. At this
pressure, the evaporation of the cyanoacrylate is accelerated and the
development time subsequently reduced. The contents of the chamber are kept
under reduced pressure, in the presence of cyanoacrylate, for about 20 min; then
air is admitted and the objects checked for fingerprint development.
The vacuum cyanoacrylate method gives more uniform fingerprint development
than the traditional cyanoacrylate procedure. In addition, fingerprints developed
by the vacuum process tend to show sharper ridge and pore detail. Prints
developed by VCA tend to be translucent and only weakly visible to the naked
eye. Care must therefore be taken to avoid overlooking weak prints. To obtain
good contrast, enhancement of VCA-developed prints with a luminescent stain is
generally required.
The CA fuming process does not generally require the heating of the
cyanoacrylate glue to achieve adequate fingerprint development. However, CA
fuming using heat and vacuum can produce more uniform results, particularly
on highly irregular surfaces, with no danger of overdevelopment or background
interference. This modification to the VCA procedure also reduces fuming times
without compromising the excellent ridge detail that is a characteristic of vacuum
development.
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The contrast produced by fingerprints developed with cyanoacrylate can be
enhanced by the application of a colored or luminescent stain. To obtain the best
results with these stains, the cyanoacrylate development must be precisely
controlled and overexposure rigorously avoided. Gentian violet can be used to
enhance CA-developed prints, but their use is generally restricted to lightly
colored surfaces. The use of luminescent stains is preferred for all nonluminescent surfaces, as the process is more sensitive and can produce results
on dark or multicolored surfaces. However, the use of a luminescent stain
requires the use of an appropriate light source for luminescence visualization.
The most popular luminescent stains for this application include rhodamine 6G,
Ardrox 970- P10, and basic yellow 40.

VACUUM METAL DEPOSITION (VMD)
Fingerprint contamination on a surface can hinder the deposition of metallic
films following metal evaporation under vacuum. This phenomenon has been
known for a long time, but it could be exploited for the detection of latent
fingerprints only recently. Vacuum metal deposition (VMD) is an extremely
sensitive and useful technique for fingerprint detection on a variety of surfaces,
and it can be employed in conjunction with other development techniques (such
as cyanoacrylate fuming). Gold is evaporated under vacuum to form a very thin
layer of metal on the surface under examination (this layer is invisible to the
naked eye). A second layer of zinc or cadmium (the latter is rarely used because
of its toxicity) is deposited in the same manner. The gold film is uniformly
deposited across the surface of the sample and penetrates the fingerprint deposit.
The zinc is deposited preferentially on the exposed gold but does not penetrate
the fingerprint deposit. The ridges are therefore left transparent, while the
background becomes plated with a layer of zinc. Excellent fingerprint detail can
be obtained in this way, with best results generally being obtained on nonporous
surfaces such as plastic and glass. Fresh fingerprints (<48 h old) have also been
developed on cloth and paper banknotes using this technique.
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Vacuum Metal Deposition Chamber
Under normal circumstances, VMD treatment produces negative prints, as zinc
deposits on the background substrate and not the print ridges themselves. The
quality of VMD development was found to depend to a significant extent on the
polymer type and the amount of deposited gold. The amount of deposited gold
therefore needs to be accurately controlled.

DIMETHYLAMINOCINNAMALDEHYDE (DMAC)
Urea is a major component of the eccrine secretion. Therefore, a urea-sensitive
Reagent, 4-dimethylaminocinnamaldehyde (DMAC), can be used for latent
fingerprint detection. A solution of DMAC can be used to develop latent
fingerprints on porous surfaces such as paper. The reaction is rapid, giving a
dark red reaction product that also has luminescence properties. The rapidity of
the reaction, the relative abundance of urea in the latent print, and the low
concentration of urea in most paper surfaces are principal advantages of the
technique. Unfortunately, urea migrates rapidly through porous substrates, and
blurred images are generally the rule for DMAC-developed prints older than a few
days.
OSMIUM TETROXIDE (OSO4) AND RUTHENIUM TETROXIDE (RTX)
Osmium tetroxide (OsO4) is a volatile oxidant that reacts with the double bonds
present in the unsaturated organic components of the fingerprint deposit
(sebaceous gland secretion) to give a black product. The treatment is by simple
exposure of the object to the vapor given off by crystals of the reagent in an
enclosed glass container (as for iodine development). Development time ranges
from 1 to 12 h, and dark gray–black fingerprint images are formed (Olsen 1978).
Good results have been achieved on both porous and nonporous surfaces, but
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the technique is particularly useful on porous surfaces such as paper banknotes
that react strongly with ninhydrin. However, osmium tetroxide exposure can be
fatal if the compound is inhaled, swallowed, or absorbed through the skin. The
reagent must therefore be used with great care and only under standard
conditions. Ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) has also been tried as a sensitive
technique for fuming latent prints. The reaction with fatty substances in the
fingerprint deposit is the same as for osmium tetroxide. However, unlike osmium
tetroxide, ruthenium tetroxide does not become gaseous at or near room
temperature. Previous fuming methods called for a potentially hazardous
application of heat in order to volatilize the crystals (RuO4 decomposes
explosively at 108°C). Equal volumes of 0.1% ruthenium (III) chloride hydrate
solution and 11.3% ceric ammonium nitrate solution are mixed together at room
temperature in a closed container; ruthenium tetroxide fumes are generated
chemically by the oxidation of ruthenium chloride. The latent prints are
developed as dark gray images over about 10 to 20 min, depending on the
surface. (Longer development times may be required for surfaces such as wood or
aluminum.) The developed prints have a similar aspect to those obtained by
OsO4 treatment. RTX works well when sebaceous material is present in the
latent fingerprint, but it is generally ineffective on eccrine secretions. A 4%
sodium hypochlorite solution clears RTX-developed prints.

SILVER NITRATE METHOD
Silver nitrate reacts with the chloride component of the latent fingerprint (eccrine
secretion) to form light-sensitive silver chloride. Upon exposure to light, silver
chloride, which is white in color, is decomposed to silver metal, producing a black
image of the fingerprint. The technique is effective on most paper surfaces and
untreated wood. However, loss of fingerprint detail tends to be observed with
relatively old prints (>1 week) developed with silver nitrate due to the diffusion of
chlorides through the substrate. Although simple to apply, the method is
destructive, causing a strong background reaction those results in a darkening of
the substrate with time. Silver nitrate is also an expensive chemical reagent.
Silver nitrate + Sodium chloride
Silver chloride + Sodium Nitrate
Sun Light Black color prints
A typical working solution is 2% (w/v) silver nitrate in methanol. The solution
may be applied by immersion or with a spray. After treatment, the article is
exposed to a UV light source (sunlight, arc lamp, or UV lamp) until the best
contrast between the developed fingerprints and the substrate is observed.
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Developed prints should be photographed immediately and treated items stored
in the dark

SPECIAL METHODS
Certain methods have been developed for special type of surfaces where latent
fingerprints may be present such as sticky side of adhesive tapes. The most common
and easy method is use of gentian violet (crystal violet) staining solutions. Gentian
violet (crystal violet) is a fat-soluble stain that is extremely effective for the examination
of the adhesive surface of pressure-sensitive tapes such as clear Sellotape, paper
masking tape, and PVC insulation tape. The procedure involves treating the adhesive
side of the tape with a solution of gentian violet that contains phenol to assist the
absorption of the stain by the sebaceous material in the print deposit. Treatment can be
by dipping, by floating the tape (adhesive side down) on the stain solution, or by
application with a pipette. Excess reagent is then removed by washing with water. The
sebaceous component of the fingerprint deposit is stained dark purple by this process,
and therefore prints become visible as dark purple ridges against a lightly stained
background. The degree of background staining is dependent on the nature of the tape
and any contamination present.

STICKY-SIDE POWDER
Sticky-side powder, a suspension of black fingerprint powder in a detergent
solution, is an extremely simple but effective technique for the detection of latent
fingerprints on the sticky side of adhesive tape. To prepare the suspension, equal
parts of detergent and water are mixed with a small amount of black powder until
a consistency similar to thin paint is achieved. This suspension is then painted
onto the adhesive surface using a soft brush (e.g., camel-hair fingerprint brush).
After 10 to 15 sec, the adhesive surface is gently rinsed under running tap water.
Treated prints are dark gray to black in color. The process can be repeated if
development is weak. Good results are obtained on a range of adhesive surfaces
including the adhesive side of duct tape, masking tape, surgical tape, paperbacked labels, clear plastic tapes, and reinforced packing tapes.

ENHANCEMENT OF FINGERPRINTS IN BLOOD
Fingerprints in blood are often encountered in cases of violent crime where the
offender’s hands are contaminated with the blood of the victim. A fingerprint
identified as being from the suspect, deposited in the blood of the victim (as
suggested by DNA profiling evidence) constitutes very powerful evidence. Every
effort should therefore be made to enhance any fingerprint in blood, for
fingerprint identification purposes, without compromising the possibility of
obtaining a DNA profile from the blood. Non-destructive optical enhancement
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procedures should be employed before proceeding with another treatment. Where
possible, heavily bloodstained areas that are unlikely to yield ridge detail should
be sampled for DNA profiling purposes before processing the surface for
fingerprint evidence.
There are a number of blood- or protein-specific enhancement techniques (e.g.,
amido black and diaminobenzidine) that will not develop any latent fingerprints
that may be present and are likely to destroy such prints. This must be taken
into consideration when processing an item for fingerprint evidence. An
appropriate sequence of methods is required that will both develop any latent
fingerprints that are present and enhance any fingerprints in blood.
Although blood has a broad absorption spectrum in the entire light region (UV–
visible– IR), it exhibits a strong and narrow absorption maximum at 415 nm. The
enhancement of untreated blood prints can be performed in either the absorption
or reflection modes. Optical enhancement techniques are generally
nondestructive, and therefore their use is strongly recommended before
proceeding with any chemical treatment.
To employ the absorption mode for blood enhancement, a forensic light source is
required that provides a strong band of light at around 415 nm. Under dark
conditions, blood prints will appear almost black under such illumination due to
the strong absorption of dry blood at this wavelength. Good contrast will
therefore be obtained on lightly colored or luminescent surfaces. Before
proceeding with any chemical treatment such as the application of a protein
stain, blood prints need to be “fixed” to prevent the blood from washing away or
diffusing. Two effective blood-fixing agents are methanol and 5-sulfosalicylic acid
solution. The average fixing time is generally 5 min, although heavy deposits
should be fixed for longer periods, 15 min or more, before applying the
enhancement process.
The protein stain amido black (naphthol blue black B; acid black 1) has long
been a recommended treatment for fingerprints in blood on both porous and
nonporous surfaces.
Such prints are generally treated by immersion in a solution of amido black. After
approximately 30 sec in the staining solution, the sample is washed successively
in three different solutions to clear (de-stain) the background, thereby improving
the fingerprint contrast. Treated prints are visible as dark blue ridges against a
light blue or colorless background (depending on the nature of the support). The
conventional
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Further Readings:
6. J.E. Cowger, Friction Ridge Skin, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1983.
7. H.C. Lee and R.E. Gaensslen, Advances in Fingerprint Technology, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, 1991
8. Asbaugh, DR: Quantitative and Qualitative Friction Ridge Analysis, CRC
Press 1999
9. Nath, S.: Fingerprint Identification in Crime Detection. Reliance publishing
House, New Delhi, 1991
10. Christophe Champod , Chris Lennard and Pierre Margot : Fingerprints and
Other Ridge Skin Impressions CRC Press 2004

CERTIFICATE COURSE IN QD
AND FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS
LESSON NO. 2.5

UNIT- II

PAPER - II
FINGER-PRINTS EXAMINATION
AUTHOR : DR. O.P. JASUJA

IMPORTANCE AND EXAMINATION OF FINGERPRINTS AND
PALMPRINTS SHOE IMPRESSIONS
Comparison of Fingerprints: When a need arises to establish identity from
the questioned fingerprint which may be inked or a chance print, process of
comparison is followed for the purpose. The question print is compared with the
specimen fingerprint which has been obtained from the suspect/s or from the
fingerprint bureau. According to basic principles of fingerprints, no two
fingerprints from different fingers can be identical. This fact is based on a large
number of examinations of fingerprints and their comparison. Also, it is known
that no two objects can be exactly alike though many similarities may exist. It is
true in case of fingerprints also. Two fingerprints from different fingers may have
same type of the fingerprint pattern, same number of ridge count, still it will be
having differences to establish the fact that they belong to different fingers. The
features mentioned above like pattern type and ridge count can be called as class
characteristics because they may be common in more than one fingerprint as, for
example, we know that the pattern types are just few in numbers to name as
Arches, loops and whorls. The characteristics which are mainly responsible for
establishing identity or otherwise of two fingerprints are called Individual
characteristics or Galton details (as they were suggested by Francis Galton, The
father of Fingerprints science) or minutiae (as they are very minute in nature).
Therefore, broadly we can say that comparison of two fingerprints to establish
identity is furnished on the basis of class characteristics (pattern type, ridge
count ) and individual characteristics (Galton details or ridge details). The
individual characteristics are present in a fingerprint in form of certain features
demonstrated by ridges as bifurcation of ridges, ending of the ridges, enclosure
made by ridges, fragment of the ridge, a very small fragment of the ridge of the
size of the dot, two ridges may cross each other, two ridges may be connected
with each other by a ridge, a ridge may end abruptly but appears again in the
same alignment to continue with. All these features have been demonstrated in
the figures given below.:
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Bifurcation
Ridge ending Enclosure
Bridge
Figure 1 : Various types of ridge characteristics

Figure – 2 Ridge characteristics in a fingerprint

Figure – 3 Comparison of fingerprints
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To compare the inked prints poses not much difficulty but comparison of latent
fingerprints is comparatively a difficult task as they are rarely complete. Due to
this reason, it may be very difficult to ascertain the area of finger from the latent
fingerprint. Also being incomplete, sufficient number of characteristics may not
be available to make the opinion about it. In addition to this, core and delta may
also be absent in the latent prints. From partial print it may be difficult to
ascertain correctly about the pattern type as a double loop may appear in the
print as a loop pattern.
In any case, if the pattern types are ascertained correctly and found to be
different, it can be said as fingerprints from different fingers. But, in case they
are found to be of same pattern type, it is not possible to say definitely on the
basis of that fact only that they belong to same finger. To ascertain that fact we
have to look for the individual characteristics mentioned in the fingerprints. In a
rolled inked fingerprint, on average, about 150- 200 ridge characteristics are
present. From this fact one can guess about the approximate number of ridge
characteristics in chance prints. These ridge characteristics when found in
sufficient number (generally this number varies from 6-16) at corresponding
position then it can be said that the two are from the same finger. When two
fingerprints having same pattern and sub pattern type differ in ridge details then
they are to be declared as non identical that is impressed by different fingers..
PALMPRINTS : Like fingerprints, the palm prints also can be used in personal
identification as they also have the same dermal ridges as in fingerprints. Though
the pattern types found in palm prints are not present in the same way as they
are present in fingerprints, still so far identification is concerned the same
method can be applied in the palm prints also. Figure-4 demonstrates the similar
type of ridge characteristics in a part of the palm print. With concern to
classification of palm prints, a different system is used and discussed in following
pages. It is quite frequent that in addition to fingerprints, full or partial palm
prints may also be present at the scene of occurrence.
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Figure – 4 A portion of palm print
Recording of inked palm prints: Palm prints are recorded on blank white
sheet/card sheet with minimal markings. Eleven-inch heavy paper may be more
useful. Palm prints are taken by affixing the card to a cylinder and rolling the
hand down the length of the card. Since many people have a depressed area in
the center of the palm, the cylinder is to be used so that it can be printed. An
even coating of ink is applied to the palm and full length of the fingers using the
ink roller. Care must be exercised, however, to apply ink to all areas, including
the outer edge of the palm. If a cylinder is not available, the inked hand is simply
placed on the card with the fingers slightly spread and pressed firmly. Movement
of the hand once positioned on the card must be prevented. The hand is then
removed with a straight upward motion. The hand is then turned until the thumb
is pointing up, placed to the outer side of the recorded print in a clear area and
pressed to the card. A slight roll to the inside of the hand is executed. Cylinder
recording requires a device with a sufficient circumference to accommodate the
full length of the card without an overlap.
Development of latent palm prints: Development of latent prints can be
performed in the same manner as in case of latent fingerprints.
Classification of palm prints: Though not all the fingerprints bureau may have
a collection of palm prints, if a collection of palm prints is to be maintained then
they are to be classified as fingerprints for easy retrieval.
A classification system for classifying palm prints, based on tracing of various
triradii present in different areas of the palm, is evolved and described below: A
palm can be divided into different areas starting from thumb or radial side
namely thenar eminence, interdigital areas I, II, III and IV, and hypothenar
eminence. At the base of digit II to V, there exists a digital pad and in this digital
pad ridges make a tri radius called digital tri radius. Apart from this, axial tri
radius is present at or very close to proximal end of the palm, in the area
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intervening thenar and hypothenar eminences. We trace the proximal radiant of
each triradii which is called main line and moves to interior of the palm. These
main lines originating from digital triradii II to V are named as mainline A, B, C,
and D respectively. In case of axial triradii, line is called T and traced from its
distal radiant. All these main lines make exit on different areas of the palm
around the periphery. Theses areas are also assigned the numbers starting from
the base of thenar eminence to interdigital area between thumb and index fingers
(Figure – 6). The classification formula is based on the points where these main
lines exit. It is recorded in sequence of D,C,B,A with periods separating the
symbols. Main line T is also included and its exit is noted in the formula. The
extensions of this classification are also available to achieve the more objectivity
and to include more palm prints.

Distal

Ulnar

Radial
Proximal
Figure-5 various areas of a palm print
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Figure - 6 The scheme of numbers for formulating palmar main lines
(adopted from Fingerprints, palms and soles by Cummins, H and Midlo, C. 1943
The Blakiston Co.)
EXAMINATION OF FOOT PRINTS: Foot prints may be present in all type
criminal cases like any other physical clue material. Rather, it is said that the
chances of finding footprints are far higher than other similar type of the clues as
fingerprints for the reason that come what may one has to put one’s feet on the
ground for standing and walking.
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Figure- 7: Footprint on moon
Figure- 8: Footprints at crime scene
One may avoid transferring his fingerprints but he can not avoid footprints
due to the above mentioned reason. Footprints may be present on the surface of
walk which may be muddy, loose soil, wet surface, cemented floor, carpeted floor
or grassy lawn etc.. Footprints may be in the form of bare feet prints or shoe
prints. The footprints may be two dimensional or three dimensional depending
upon the type of surface. On hard surfaces as cemented floor or carpeted surface
these may be two dimensional while on surface like muddy or loose soil surface
there may be three dimensional impressions. In this lesson term ‘footprints’ has
been used for all these type of prints and impression made by foot or shoe for the
sake of clarity.
The use of footprints as a tool for personal identification through out the world is well
known since the ancient times when even the fingerprints were not in use. The
trackers known as ‘pedu’, ‘Pagi’ in north western part of India are very well known in
the profession of tracking the criminals in rural areas. Though they were untrained
and illiterate, they used to succeed in deducing a lot of information about the built of
suspect, profession of the suspect, direction of his exit etc. with the help of a wooden
stick and measurements made by it. Two very important publications in the form of
books appeared in early 20th century on their profession in India which are still being
referred as basic text on this subject.
As in most of the forensic cases, in cases of foot prints also, identity of the suspect is
established by the process of comparison of scene foot print with specimen prints. In
case of bare footprints, dermatoglyphic details similar to fingerprints, toe and heel
peculiarities may give characteristic information while in case of shoeprints, wear
and tear marks in the shoes, imprint on the insole, nail and holes on the sole of shoe
may provide comparison material. These peculiar characteristics of the foot or shoe
print may afford a fairly complete picture of the person making it and identity of the
same may be fixed on that basis.

COLLECTION OF FOOTPRINTS:
When ever footprints are present on the scene they are to be saved from any
possible alteration to the print or neighboring area till the footprint expert
reaches there for analysis. Footprints must be recorded invariably through
photography with the help of scale and indication of direction of walk. There may
be more than one print of the same person in sequence providing a walking
pattern helping in a better way than a single print, but they may belong to
different persons also indicating about the number of involved persons. In that
case, try should be made to identify the various footprints, segregate them and
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record each one of them separately and finally to correlate them with each other
and establish identity.
As mentioned earlier, footprints may be two dimensional or three dimensional
and may be present on floor, carpet or mud etc., they may be treated accordingly.
When it is bare foot and on hard surface, then methods used to make visible
latent fingerprints may also be used to decipher footprints. When footprints are
present on floor or hard surface, an electrostatic method can be applied to record
the footprints with the help of Electrostatic Dust Print Lifting Device. It is
operated by charging a lifting film which has been placed over a surface bearing a
dust print impression. During operation, the electro-statically charged lifting film
is drawn down to the surface, and the dust particles in the impression are
attracted to the lifting film. The construction of the lifting film allows it to store
the electrostatic charge, thus retaining the dust particles, after the power supply
has been disconnected. The impression-bearing film is then viewed with an
oblique light source to search for any impressions that have been recovered.
Gelatin lifters also help in lifting footprints from different surfaces like where dust
or dirt has been instrumental in making footprints. These tapes are available in
different colors for contrast with background and don’t stick very strongly with
the surface of contact so to make it easy to lift the tape after collecting the print.

Figure 9: Lifting of footprints with gelatin film Figure- 10: Electorstatic kit
In case of three dimensional prints, casting found to be the best method as it
renders a permanent record of the print. But it is a destructive technique so only
one chance is available to record it. Therefore, before going for final casting
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process, one may try to make the cast in the adjoining area to check the
suitability of the method. The cast of the print can be prepared by a number of
material like wax, resins, plasticine, sulpher, silicon, dental stone etc but the
most preferred material for the purpose is Plaster of Paris as it is easy to use for
variety of surfaces as well as economic.
Preparation of Plaster cast: For preparation of plaster cast of the foot print, first
of all surround the print with the help of a metal or card board frame of about
two inches in height. A homogeneous mixture of Plaster of Paris is prepared in
water in the ratio of 2:1 and gently poured at a very low angle with the help of a
spatula along the side of frame where no print exists. After about 2/3 inch level
of mixture in frame, some reinforcement of thin wires or wooden sticks is put to
strengthen the cast. The mixture is again poured till it reaches a level of 1 to 1 1/2
inch and allowed to harden. Generally hardening takes 20-30 minutes and can
be made rapid or slow as desired by adding a small quantity of common salt or
sugar respectively to the mixture.
When prints are present on a soft surface like sand, dust etc it is suggested that
a very thin spray of the shellac may be used to fix the loose particles of the soil.
Evaluation of footprints : The foot print evidence may be present in different
forms at crime scene and following are the most common type of situations,
1. The full gait pattern may be available (means at least two foot prints are
present minimum showing the walking picture): Every individual has a
characteristic walk which will be repeated consistently and regularly at
different stages and found to be different from other individuals. With a large
number of observations like direction line, walking line, foot line, foot angle,
step length, and angle of step, gait patterns can be individualized to identify
the person.
2. When only pattern of the sole of footwear may be available: From the features
like design of the pattern on the sole of the footwear, one can make out the
type of footwear. Face to face comparison of design of sole, wear and tear
marks, deterioration of the heel due to peculiar walking habit can give very
significant information about the person to whom that footwear may belong.
3. When only dimensions of foot/ shoe are available: when only dimensions of
the foot/shoe are available there are very few chances to get much
information from the evidence though it may help us to estimate the height of
the person which is considered as an important information for personal
identification.
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4. When the finer details like ridge characteristics are available: Some times it is
possible that finer details like ridges from the bare foot are present in the
print. In those cases, it can be treated as we deal with the fingerprints.
5. When footwear itself is available at the scene: When footwear itself is present, it
may help to identify the person on the basis of wear and tears present on the sole
of the shoe as well as on the upper of the shoe and insole of the shoe. Some of
the important features present on the sole and insole of the shoe are already
mentioned while on the upper of the shoe, crease marks and cuts may indicate
towards some peculiarities in structure of foot.

Suggested Questions :
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Discuss classification of palmprint and its significance in criminal
investigation.
How do you collect and evaluate foot prints recovered from crime scene.
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